Convergent and General One-Step DNA-Catalyzed Synthesis of Multiply Branched DNA
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ABSTRACT

We report a deoxyribozyme (DNA enzyme) that catalyzes the convergent and general synthesis of branched DNA. The 15HA9 deoxyribozyme mediates nucleophilic attack of the 2'-hydroxyl group of a ribonucleotide embedded within one DNA substrate into a 5'-adenylate of the second DNA substrate. This approach can be used to synthesize multiply branched DNA with a wide range of DNA sequences.

Covalently branched DNA molecules have a single nucleotide that is connected to three or more different DNA oligonucleotide strands.1 The attachment point for the third strand may be the 2'-OH of an embedded ribonucleotide as shown in Figure 1A,2 although in practice many other connection strategies have been used.3,4 Solid-phase synthesis approaches have typically been employed to prepare branched DNA.5 However, such methods are nonconvergent and relatively tedious, and they are inherently limited regarding the size of the final branched product. Qualitatively new synthetic approaches to branched DNA are desirable.6 In particular, multiply branched DNA (Figure 1B) is a valuable synthetic target because the increased surface density of

Figure 1. Covalently branched DNA. (A) Branch-site adenosine ribonucleotide (rA, red) embedded within a DNA strand (B = base). (B) Generic structure of multiply branched DNA. The vertical “addition strands” (blue) represent different DNA sequences appended to the common “foundation strand” (gray).
immobilized DNA strands should foster improved analytical properties.

Deoxyribozymes (also called DNA enzymes or DNAzymes) are DNA molecules with specific catalytic activities that are identified by in vitro selection. Our laboratory has reported several deoxyribozymes that synthesize 2′,5′-branched RNA, which is the linkage formed during natural pre-mRNA splicing. As exemplified by a particular DNA enzyme named 7S11 (Figure 2A), the ligation reaction proceeds via attack of an internal 2′-OH group of one RNA substrate into the 5′-triphosphate of the second RNA substrate. The two oligonucleotide substrates are bound by Watson–Crick base pairs to the deoxyribozyme, which catalyzes the ligation reaction via a detailed mechanism that has not yet been elucidated. Neither 7S11 nor related deoxyribozymes can accept a 2′-OH donor substrate that comprises DNA rather than RNA. This failure may be due simply to the requirements of the individual deoxyribozymes that were tested, or it may suggest a greater inherent difficulty when the substrate is DNA. In either case, prior to the current efforts branched DNA could not be synthesized by a deoxyribozyme.

In this study, we performed in vitro selection to identify new deoxyribozymes that synthesize branched DNA. The iterated selection procedure was essentially the same as we have previously reported, with two changes to the key selection step in which branch formation takes place. (1) The “left-hand” (L) substrate was DNA rather than RNA, with a single embedded ribonucleotide. (2) The “right-hand” (R) substrate was 5′-adenylated DNA rather than 5′-triphosphorylated RNA. The L substrate was prepared by solid-phase synthesis with a strategically located riboadenosine (rA) nucleotide that provides the 2′-OH nucleophile for branch formation. The R substrate was prepared by solid-phase synthesis as a 5′-phosphorylated oligonucleotide that was subsequently 5′-adenylated using ATP and T4 DNA ligase via our reported procedure. The nucleotide sequences of the L and R substrates were equivalent to those we have used previously. During the key step of each selection round, in which L and R become ligated, the incubation conditions were 50 mM CHES, pH 9.0, 40 mM MgCl2, 150 mM NaCl, and 2 mM KCl at 37 °C for 2 h.

Ligation activity of the deoxyribozyme pool was detectable (0.9%) by round 9 and reached 17% by round 15. Individual deoxyribozymes were cloned and assayed for catalytic activity. One particular deoxyribozyme, named 15HA9 according to our laboratory’s systematic nomenclature, showed promising activity and was prepared by solid-phase synthesis (Figure 2B). Although the [MgCl2] was 40 mM during selection, the Kd,app for Mg2+ was ca. 160 mM (data not shown), and 120 mM Mg2+ was used in all subsequent experiments.

The 7S11 and related deoxyribozymes have four Watson–Crick paired regions denoted P1–P4 between the deoxyribozyme and its RNA substrates (Figure 2A). The selection strategy used to identify 15HA9 was designed to include the analogous paired regions at the outset of selection, and these regions are found within 15HA9 (Figure 2B). Detailed tests were performed to determine the extent to which 15HA9 tolerates sequences changes in its DNA
substrates; a sufficient degree of such tolerance is necessary for the general utility of the deoxyribozyme. We systematically examined nucleotide changes to the P1–P4 regions, making suitable alterations in the 15HA9 binding arms (brown in Figure 2B) to retain Watson–Crick complementarity to the altered substrates. Via this approach, we determined the generality of 15HA9 with regard to its substrate sequences, including its practical utility for synthesizing branched DNA of significantly varying sequence.\textsuperscript{14}

The 20-mer L substrate has the P1 and P2 regions (Figure 2B). The P2 portion of L was altered systematically from the parent (Par) sequence via either transitions (Tsn; A$\rightarrow$G, C$\rightarrow$T), transversions-1 (Tv1; A$\rightarrow$C, G$\rightarrow$T), or transversions-2 (Tv2; A$\rightarrow$T, G$\rightarrow$C), and the corresponding Watson–Crick changes were made in the appropriate 15HA9 binding arm. In all cases, substantial ligation activity was retained; indeed, the rate constant was as much as 3-fold higher with the variant L substrates.\textsuperscript{14} Therefore, 15HA9 is likely to be general for branch formation with any sequence in the P2 region. In contrast, the P1 region did not tolerate sequence changes. Systematic variations were also made in the 17-mer R substrate to determine the P3 and P4 generality (in all cases, the 5’-G of R was retained). The P3 region could have any sequence after its first two nucleotides while maintaining useful ligation rate and yield. All three nucleotides of P4 other than the 5’-G could also be varied without reduction in yield, although there was a modest (6-fold) variation in $k_{\text{obs}}$. Finally, the branch-site nucleotide itself could be any of rA, rG, rU, or rC with appreciable ligation activity; the $k_{\text{obs}}$ changed in the order rU $>$ rA $>$ rG $>$ rC. Branch-site rA was retained in all further experiments. Combining the changes permitted in P2 with the changes allowed in most of P3, any of the four orthogonal R substrates could be attached site-selectively to a desired L substrate by appropriate choice of 15HA9 binding arm sequences (Figure 3; also see Abstract graphic for depiction of site-selectivity).

These data suggested that 15HA9 can likely be used for general and convergent synthesis of multiply branched DNA, including branched DNA with orthogonal sequences attached at different branch sites. This goal was explored using a longer 40-mer L substrate prepared by solid-phase synthesis with two embedded rA nucleotides at two remote branch sites. This L substrate is termed a “foundation strand”, to which 15HA9 attaches the two “addition strands” (i.e., R substrates). Two versions of the two-site foundation strand were synthesized. The first version has two concatenated copies of the parent P2-rA-P1 sequence (Par-Par); the second version has P2-rA-P1 followed by P2’-rA-P1, where P2 $\neq$ P2’ but the same P1 sequence is present twice (Par-Tv1; see diagrams above gel image in Figure 4). Using these two
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\caption{Synthesis of doubly branched DNA by the 15HA9 deoxyribozyme. Time points at 96 h are shown on 20% PAGE for six different combinations of foundation strand and addition strands, as depicted above the gel image. The 40-mer 5’-$^32$P-radiolabeled foundation strand (horizontal, gray) has two rA potential branch sites (red). The colors within the foundation strand denote alternative P2 sequence components that are used to direct branch formation with the two addition strands (vertical) by appropriate design of the deoxyribozyme sequence. In the gel image, the labels 1 and 2 mark singly and doubly branched products. For the singly branched intermediates, 1 indicates a single branch at the left side of the foundation strand and 1’ indicates a single branch at the right side. The label F denotes the unmodified foundation strand. The label n marks a band from nonspecific cleavage at a nonbranched rA site; some additional nonspecific cleavage bands (fully assignable) that appear below the unmodified foundation strand are not shown. See the Supporting Information for full gel image and all DNA sequences.
\end{figure}

foundation strands, doubly branched DNA was synthesized using the appropriate 15HA9 deoxyribozyme(s) and orthogonal 5’-adenylated addition strands as substrates (Figure 4). In all cases, only the expected branched products were observed, along with trace amounts of products from
nonspecific cleavage at unreacted rA sites. Importantly for synthetic applications, all of the observed bands were readily assigned, and no evidence was found for any undesired cross-reactivity (i.e., product from attachment of the incorrect addition strand at a branch site along the foundation strand). Furthermore, either addition strand can be attached to either site on the foundation strand in any desired combination, simply by proper choice of deoxyribozyme binding arm sequences.14

Singly and doubly branched DNAs were also synthesized on the preparative (nanomole) scale.14 Starting with 1 nmol of the one-site foundation strand, 720 pmol of the singly branched product was obtained after PAGE purification. Similarly, starting with 1 nmol of either the Par-Par or Par-Tv1 two-site foundation strand, 540 or 380 pmol of the doubly branched product was obtained after PAGE purification. MALDI-MS data were consistent with the assigned products.14

Finally, we examined the reactivity of an 80-mer four-site foundation strand, comprising either a repeated (4×) P2-rA-P1 sequence or a sequence in which the four P2 regions are Watson–Crick orthogonal. In the first case, one addition-strand sequence was attached four times; in the second case, four orthogonal addition strands were attached. On a preparative scale in both cases, 15HA9 successfully synthesized the quadruply branched DNA (Figure 5A). Starting with 1 nmol of foundation strand, 280 and 240 pmol of the branched DNAs were obtained after PAGE purification. MALDI-MS data were again consistent with the assigned products (Figure 5B).14

Synthesis of branched DNA by the 15HA9 deoxyribozyme requires 72–96 h to reach maximal yield (Figure 3B). Nonetheless, the 15HA9-catalyzed reaction is reproducible, general, and useful for convergent synthesis of multiply branched DNA (Figures 4 and 5). In additional experiments, we have applied 15HA9 in one step to synthesize a quadruply branched 5′-biotinylated DNA that has a total of 228 nucleotides (data not shown), which is larger than routinely achievable by direct solid-phase synthesis. Faster deoxyribozymes that synthesize branched DNA in <1 h have been identified but not yet characterized (T.P.M., C. S. Lee, and S.K.S., unpublished data).

In summary, we have identified the 15HA9 deoxyribozyme that is a useful catalyst for convergent and general synthesis of branched DNA. This includes one-step synthesis of multiply branched DNA with strands that have either identical or Watson–Crick orthogonal sequences. Straightforward access to multiply branched DNA is likely to improve analytical assays that require increased surface densities of immobilized DNA,3,7 as well as other applications.
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